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MICHAEL MORGAN, LMT, CST-D explains the progression of Alzheimer’s and Dementia, drawing
on current analysis and Body- Energy’s insights in to the disease process. It offers a prescription on
how best to stay well and healthy as we age group, and even how exactly to help reverse growing
older. This population will need what he tells us about how exactly we can age much more
gracefully and with a much higher quality of life and happiness' Suzanne Scurlock-Durana CST-D
author of Curing from the Core 'This book could modification the way we appear at longevity and
ageing. What people are saying about The BodyEnergy Longevity Prescription: 'A must read-
Michael Morgan presents a compelling prescription for how to stay content and whole as we age'
Marci Shimoff NY Moments bestselling author of Content for No Cause 'Michael's valuable powerful
healing work for all those in our aging people is coming at an extremely important period.' Tami
Goldstein author of Arriving Through the Fog It's how we should be searching at individual healthcare
needs.
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Adding Hope for Reversing and Preventing Alzheimer's Disease Someone close to me personally is
decidedly declining into the darkness of Alzheimer's and dementia. Scanning this book has certainly
provided us hope! What's much better than that? I'm optimistic that the info I read will help to
reverse the symptoms she's exhibiting, and stop them from occurring to anybody. Plus, it can
benefit not only her, but our entire family. I think this simple therapy for Alzheimer's Disease can
make the encounter of the disease much less frightening. What I discovered from Michael Morgan's
reserve has already been making me feel better about her potential. His heart, his brain, his
resources, his study, yes it really is fair to say, his life is swept up in the changing the span of
Alzheimer's from despair to HOPE! I loved how thoroughly it covered the main topic of Alzheimer's
and remaining me with hope there are methods to prevent and change the course of the condition
by my making basic options daily that could influence my keeping well and healthy for the long run.
I’ve enjoyed dealing with Michael and using this simple hands on approach for a loved one with
dementia in addition to in my own business. The book also sums up the traditional approaches
taken up to treat and care for Alzheimer's patients, which often don't seem to add any expectation
of meaningful outcomes. One Star My ebook wasn't download and We purchased it This book is a
superb resource! This prescription includes craniosacral therapy, an offshoot of cranial osteopathy
pioneered by the past due Dr. This book is a great resource! It really works! Renewed hope may
be the biggest take-aside I received from reading this book!. For those who have Alzheimer's in your
loved ones or someone else you loves offers this horrible disease, please choose the book and
observe how it can help. I’m so proud of Michael seeing that he continues to spread his belief &
passion that it’s feasible in 10 minutes a day to change the current craze of Alzheimer’s &. The
book will provide you with a knowledge of the science behind Alzheimer's and the growing
consensus about inflammation as a cause of many diseases, which the author believes include
Alzheimer's. Michael's words are powerful in the fight against Alzheimer's. and simply because he
points to his brain says ‘its helping’. We are observing ‘useful recovery!’ if you suffer from poor
sleep or other challenges Michael is so incredibly specialized in this cause. This Book Is REALLY
WORTH Reading Don't allow the catchy name mislead you, this publication isn't just another come-
about. From debilitation to Wellness! If you know whoever has Alzheimer's, if you are diagnosed
yourself, in the event that you have problems with poor sleep or other challenges, then this
publication is for you. And in case you are simply wanting to live an extended life, his book can help
you know how. Thanks Michael! If Alzheimer's has affected you/friend/family members member at
all.. Dementia in our communities, nation and worldwide.you MUST read this!! My hubby (who has
dementia) uses the still stage inducer EVERYDAY, by himself accord; In the midst of a disease that's
so devastating, he provides hope through a process that is so simple to implement in lifestyle. As a
future OT, I plan to spread the word about Michael and CST as much as possible. This book is a
must read!! Four Stars Great item for the money! It then offers a ten stage "prescription" the writer
has used to effectively treat and prevent Alzheimer's. John Upledger of Michigan State University, as
well as factors such as exercise and diet. It can be a well written, smart, and readable commentary
about Alzheimer's disease, what is being done about any of it, and what can be done about it. I
have recommended this book to many people who are thinking about CranioSacral Therapy along
with people that are caregivers for family with Alzheimer's. I’ve enjoyed working with Michael and
using this basic hands on . I found the book exciting and informative and present it five stars. This
book is quite informative and most of most helpful. I am a massage therapy therapist and I taught
one of my long standing customers to do the ten minutes a day time technique on her Mother
(she's mild Alzheimer's). She has only been executing it for some weeks and currently both she and
her Mother are seeing a big difference.. Very informative book! Michael Morgan offers written a



deeply informative publication about Alzheimer's Dementia that is easy to understand and his
suggestions easy to implement. Everyone should go through his publication, because nowadays
everyone knows someone affected by Alzheimer's. Changing lives! Life changing work, thank you
Michael Morgan and all those involved!
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